Carbonstop
Let every product show its carbon footprint

Company Overview

Carbonstop, established in March 2011, is the first software and consulting service provider focusing on carbon emission managment in
China.
Carbonstop has served more than 1,000 companies and institutions across the world, including 100 Fortune global 500 companies and top
global institutions, such as Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent, JD.com, Vanke, ByteDance, Meituan, Starbucks, Chanel, Microsoft, United Nations,
National Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Ecology and Environment, U.S. Energy Foundation, China National Offshore Oil
Corporation, China Airport Construction Group, China National Building Materials Group, SKP, Energy Chain, KFC, Adidas, National Energy
Group, etc.
Our key products and services include carbon management software, carbon consulting, carbon account and carbon neutrality services.
On September 22, 2020, Chinese President Xi Jinping announced at the United Nations General Assembly that China will achieve carbon
neutrality by 2060, which means that all industries need to achieve carbon neutrality; all enterprises need to achieve carbon neutrality; all
products will eventually become carbon neutral.
Founder Yan Luhui has completed his MSc in computer science from Oxford University. After working at a leading carbon management
consulting firm in the UK，he returned to China and set up Carbonstop. Mr.Yan has developed a series of carbon data management software
solutions and leading data platforms in China.
Website：www.carbonstop.net
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Carbon neutrality commitment urges enterprises to reduce their
carbon emissions. There is no management without reasonable
quantification.
Carbon accounting provides valid basis for enterprises to
understand their status and develop their carbon strategy.
Carbon management consulting includes corporate carbon
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accounting, product carbon footprint, product carbon reduction,
CDP and carbon management training.

Main Target
Baidu will achieve carbon
neutrality at the operational level
(Scope 1 and 2) by 2030

•

Carbon neutrality target: 2030

•

Carbon neutrality path planning

•

Annual emissions: 500,000 tons

•

Baidu map carbon emission reduction

Carbonstop Empowered Alibaba Cainiao Green Logistics
In 2016, entrusted by Alibaba’s Cainiao, Carbonstop estimated the carbon reduction potential for Alibaba, from four aspects: green
transportation, green packing, green recycling, and promote the use of express electronic-waybill, in the next five years (20162020), to carry out the promise of "The Green Action Plan". Based on Cainiao emission reduction plan, in the next five years, the
final calculation showed that the total emission reduction will reach 3.62 million tons.

Green Journey of One Parcel (17 Low-carbon Scenarios)

Express electronic-waybill can save 10g CO2e
Green logistic park
One solar panel
Can save 370800g CO2e annually

Electronic receipt can save 6g CO2e
Corrugated carton reuse can save 902g CO2e
Original corrugated carton can save 938g CO2e

Electric car can save 46g CO2
Environmental-friendly express bag
can save 11.69g CO2e
Environmental-friendly container bag
can save 8.3g CO2e

Corrugated carton recycling can
save 37g CO2

Scientific support
from
Carbonstop

CDP (Carbon Disclosure Project) was initiated by UK Prime Minister Tony Blair in 2000. The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) is the world's largest
investor joint action. After more than 20 years of development, CDP has expanded to more than 50 countries and regions. Over 590 investment
institutions have cooperated with CDP and their total assets have reached US$110 trillion, accounting for about one-third of global investment
funds. In addition, CDP has over 200 supply chain partners with annual purchase amount up to US$ 5.5 trillion. Nearly 10,000 companies from more
than 90 countries, making up approximately half of the global stock market value, disclose their environmental data through CDP.

Since 2013, Carbonstop has continued to provide consulting support (including carbon management training, carbon accounting, questionnaire filling
in English, carbon verfication, carbon management software, product carbon footprint) to CDP supply chain companies, helping them get excellent
grades. In recent years, Carbonstop successively helped companies such as Ronghua (Colgate supplier), Shenma (Michelin, Pirelli supplier), and
Bestway (Walmart supplier) obtained A-. In particular, Shenma, Shyahsin (supplier of L'Oreal), Bestway, Shandong Helon and other companies have
been rated as the best supplier of CDP for several times, which has brought high praise from upstream customers and new orders.

Carbonstop provided Shenhua Xilaifeng Coal Chemical Company with 2016 and 2017 carbon
accounting and emission monitoring plan formulation services

In March 2018, entrusted by Xilaifeng Coal Chemical Branch of Shenhua Wuhai Energy Co., Ltd, Carbonstop assisted to complete the 2016 and 2017
greenhouse gas accounting reports and the formulation of emission monitoring plans, helping them understand their carbon status and develop their
carbon strategy in order to prepare in advance for later national carbon trading.
In January 2010, Xilaifeng Coking Plant, Xilaifeng Tar Plant, Xilaifeng Methanol Plant, Tianxin Company and Xingrong Coal Washing Plant were incorporated
in Xilaifeng Coal Chemical Company. Tianxin Company and Xilaifeng Tar Plant became to operate independently in September 2013 and Xingrong Coal
Washing Plant was under the management of Laoshidan Coal Washing Plant in January 2014. Xilaifeng company currently has a coking plant with a design
capacity of 3.26 million tons/year, a tar plant with a processing capacity of 300,000 tons/year, a methanol plant with a capacity of 300,000 tons/year. These
three plants, invested 3.639 billion yuan, have 1743 employees and occupy 1.81 million square meters. After verification, by the end of 2016, the net value
of fixed assets of three plants was 1.263 billion yuan.

Climate change has emerged as one of the biggest challenges
nowadays. On December 19, 2017, China started carbon
trading pilot project, involving nearly 10,000 enterprises. Under
the context of low-carbon development, enterprises need to
manage their emissions with IT method and meet the quota,
even make profits from carbon market. Main functions of the
software include carbon accounting, analyzing, management
and reports generation.
Clients: the government, enterprises with quota, carbon
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exchanges, carbon assets management enterprises.
In addition, Carbonstop has developed sustainable software
and platform for international organizations.

Smartcarbon

Carbon Trading Management

Carbon Neutrality
Path Planning

Enterprise Carbon Emission
Standard Training

Carbon Neutrality

Carbon Account

Organization / Enterprise
Carbon Accounting

Carbon School
Accounting Consultation

Product Carbon
Footprint

Carbon consulting

Green Meeting

CDP

The Carbon Intelligence

Product / Scenario
Carbon Accounting

Carbon Offset Scheme and
Resource Connection

CNOOC carbon management platform

CAMP (standard version)

CAAC CAMP (200+ airports)

Carbon assets management platform (electricity, steel and
cement industry)

Carbon accounts are like bank accounts, but instead of storing
money, they store carbon reductions, by recording people‘s
low-carbon behaviors in their daily life, such as garbage
classification and less driving.
“carbon account” is as important as money or credit account,
which quantifies the responsibility and contribution of
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individuals to the environment, the country and even the planet.

Carbonstop, a main partner of Ant Forest, identified and quantified
several low-carbon scenarios.

Ant Forest in Alipay app encourages citizen to participate in reducing carbon emission and tackling climate change. To date, users signing up to
the Ant Forest app rose to about 600 million. Cumulative avoided carbon emissions are estimated at millions level from green transportation,
green package, online payment, no plastic bags and so on. Those actions turn out to be 2000 million trees.

Dongao Island carbon account

Nanao Island carbon account

To encourage low-carbon tourism and promote the global response to climate

To build an ecological and low-carbon future, the Nanao government entrusted

change, Carbonstop creates a carbon account platform for Dong ao island in the

Carbonstop to develop a “Nan ao zero carbon+” mini program.

form of WeChat mini-program.

The mini program not only records low-carbon data from tourists, but also provides

This platform aims at the low-carbon scene and ecology of Dong ao island, obtains

useful functions such as maps and ranking lists to enrich tourists’ experience and

various data of tourists' route, and collects tourists' low-carbon behaviors in real

encourage their actions to reduce carbon footprint.

time to encourage tourists to make low-carbon tourism. Tourists can also buy gifts
or plant trees to offset the carbon emissions generated during the trip to achieve
zero-carbon tourism.

Carbonstop Was the Only Representative of China in the Social Innovation Program of Expo 2020 Dubai

Carbonstop, as the only representative of China, was selected for the Social Innovation program of Expo Live 2020 Dubai and successfully
received $100,000 financial funds. The project aims to fund and promote innovative global solutions，improve the way people live and
protect the planet for a better future. Carbonstop is committed to making low-carbon efforts by disclosing every product's carbon footprint.
With enough carbon information, consumers are able to choose more low-carbon products and companies can offer lower carbon
products and services to meet consumers' growing demands for sustainable consumption.

A green meeting is designed, organized and implemented in
a way that minimizes negative environmental impacts and
brings a positive impact for the host community, says the
Green Meeting Guide, published by the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP). Various reporting
materials, transportation, accommodation, air conditioning
and other resources used in host conferences or events will
cause greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution.
Therefore, in order to reduce the environment impact of
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conferences and activities, many countries suggest to host
the conferences in a “greener” way in recent years.

Carbonstop worked with UNEP to develop
Green Meeting Guide and Action

Carbonstop worked with UNEP to develop Green Meeting Guide and Action. In order to promote the concept and practice of green
conference more widely, Carbonstop team also provides tailored green conference system platform, enabling the green conference to be
implemented in specific needs.

An Ordinary Meeting

Total emissions

Total emissions

Total emissions

Total ：28.9 tons

A "Green Meeting"

Total emissions

Total emissions

Total emissions

Total ：16.85 tons

Carbon neutrality refers to achieving net zero
carbon dioxide emissions by balancing
carbon dioxide emissions with removal (often
through carbon offsetting) or simply
eliminating carbon dioxide emissions
altogether. Nowadays, many meetings and
events can achieve carbon neutral, making
efforts to tackle climate change.

Carbon neutral
Hangzhou Marathon

Green meeting for
2017 Schneider
Electric Summit

Carbon neutral
Jiannanchun Antarctic
exploration trip

The INCLUSION
Bund Conference

Carbonstop has provided carbon neutral
services with our partners, including Ant
Forest, China Green Carbon Foundation and
UNEP. Hangzhou Marathon, The INCLUSION
Bund Conference，Jiannanchun Antarctic
exploration trip, Unleash conference and
Schneider Electric Summit are our successful
cases.

UNLEASH Conference carbon
neutral forest in Ant Forest

Research Report

Carbonstop and Energy Foundation China published《The GHG Emissions of Shopping: E-commerce & Bricks and Mortar in
China》and《The GHG Emissions of E-commerce Enterprise in China》
1、According to the calculation of Carbonstop, China's e-commerce
carbon emissions in 2019 were 53.26 million tons. As it will maintain
rapid growth in the next five years, it is estimated that emissions will
reach 116 million tons in 2025.
2、The sources of carbon emissions from Chinese e-commerce mainly
include: packaging (about 18%); logistics (29%); office (26%); data
center (23%); warehousing (4%).
3、The sources of online shopping carbon emissions include:
transportation-express delivery (29.16%); construction-office (26.12%);
construction-warehousing (3.88%)...
4、The main sources of carbon emissions from offline shopping include:
transportation-goods delivered to store (13.03%), transportationconsumer traffic emissions (35.87%), construction-store operations
(47.11%), packaging-plastic bags (1.05%)
5、Based on the research and calculation of carbonstop, online
shopping is “greener” than offline shopping. The carbon emissions of
the same item purchased online and offline are 1094.92g CO2e and
1360.24g CO2e, respectively.

Low Carbon Consumption Potential of Residents in Metropolitan Areas
In early 2020, Carbonstop released this report that estimated low carbon consumption potential of residents living in Chinese
cities with a population of more than 10 million.
Individual consumption has a huge carbon mitigation potential, according to the report. In a low carbon scenario, a megacity
resident in China can reduce at least 1129.53kg of carbon emissions by 2030 if this person consumes wisely. This report was
supported by Energy Foundation China and the International Technical Supporting Platform for City Emission Peaking, a
coalition of 11 international nongovernmental organizations working in the field of climate change.

Creativty & Accumulation

After more than nine years of accumulation, the Carbonstop team has compiled and released a database of carbon emission factors
covering more than 260 countries around the world. At present, we have over 100,000 data and will continue to build the
infrastructure for low-carbon industry.
The carbon emission factor database supports many carbon accounting projects, including those of Alibaba, Vanke, Baidu, JD and
the United Nations.

Carbonstop calculator is an online calculator to roughly
estimate the carbon footprint of an individual or a
family. It can be used to estimate an individual‘s
current total carbon emissions and explore measures
that can reduce their carbon emissions. Carbonstop
calculator has five major part, including clothing, food,
housing, transporting and daily commodities. After
simple click and input of numbers, the emissions will
be displayed in the pie chart.

Develop the Ailpay mini

Provide carbon account

program "Driving One Day Less

services for many chain

for the week" for Beijing

enterprises

Development and Reform
Commission

Carbonstop calculator

可减少1.659t CO2

contains carbon emissions

Green travel, for example

of hundreds of foods

Clothing

Food

每使用一立方 XTD产品
= 种植16棵树

cycling...

Housing

Transportation

Commodities

“10th anniversary”T-shirt

complete InterContinental

calculate carbon footprint

made from 8 bottles

Hotels Group “Green

for Wengang writing brush

provide product carbon

management project

emission reduction accounting
services for“Reclothing
Bank”

Engage” carbon

formulate green hotel plan
for Crowne Plaza Beijing
International Airport

calculate carbon footprint
for straw-related lowcarbon products
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